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1. Introduction

How do people explain themselves? Typically, these days, they aren’t inclined to (Grant 2021). When asked for a position on an issue, they may respond with a self-identifying label rather than a robust argument or even an explanation, especially on divisive issues (Lagnado 2021; Barbera et al. 2015; Fisher and Keil 2014). ‘Better to play it safe and keep my thinking to myself,’ is the position accepted by many as the wise choice. At the extreme, one’s personal identity alone is taken as sufficient explanation to others and even to oneself: ‘I hold this view because of who I am and who I connect to.’ Cognitive factors have been accorded a diminished role by some investigators, who see individuals as ‘outsourcing’ their views to social groups they feel connected to, have confidence in, and that support their identities (Kahan 2013; Mercier and Sperber 2011; Sloman and Fernbach 2017). When opinions change, Sloman and Rabb (2019) assert, they do not do so one mind at a time. Without denying the powerful roles of social and affective factors, here we highlight cognitive factors on the part of the individual that influence judgments and explanations.

The question of what makes one explanation better than another has been a topic of longstanding philosophical and later psychological debate (Harman 1965; Thagard 1978; Lombrozo 2007). Psychologists have contributed to this debate by asking people to judge the adequacy of different kinds of explanations. Although this line of inquiry has yielded some variable findings and interpretations, two factors have stood out. One is a preference for what are called mechanistic explanations (Ahn and Bailenson 1996). These are explanations that provide an account of the mechanisms that culminate in the outcome event of interest. Such explanations seem more satisfying compared to ones that identify factors thought to be associated with the outcome and shown capable of producing it but without explaining the mechanism involved (Zemla et al. 2017 2022). Mechanistic explanations are thought to be preferred because they provide a sense of understanding (Vasilyeva and Lombrozo 2015; Rozenblit and Keil 2002) whether or not the explanation is correct (Ahn et al. 1995). ‘This is how it could happen’ overrides evidence that this is what does happen.
(Kuhn 1991). Both empirical evidence and mechanistic explanation have justifiable roles to play in explaining events, and it is less than straightforward to prescriptively judge their relative roles (Ahn et al. 1995; Koslowski 1996; Walker et al. 2017; Vasilyeva and Lombrozo 2015).

A second preference identified in both psychological and philosophical study has been the preference for simple explanations over more complex ones that invoke multiple factors (Johnson et al. 2020; Lombrozo 2007; Thagard 1989). Parsimony is valued among experts as well as laypeople, as supported by findings going back as far as a large literature on discounting (Kelley 1973) although recent work has suggested that this preference may be less than universal if multiple factors are seen as providing a superior account of mechanism (Vasilyeva and Lombrozo, 2015; Zemla et al. 2017, 2022). Additionally, there are task factors that influence this preference, such as prediction vs. attribution, with the latter task being more strongly associated with single-factor reasoning (Johnson et al. 2019; Pilditch et al. 2019).

Contemporary findings regarding people’s own open-ended explanations nonetheless confirm that people explain a phenomenon by invoking as few factors as possible. Lim and Oppenheimer (2020), for example, asked people to provide explanations for an event (e.g., a college was awarded a top rating) for which either one or three possibilities were suggested. This manipulation had no effect on the number of causes participants provided in their own explanations of the cause—an average of about 1.3 in both conditions, despite the fact that in one condition they had been made aware that there were more available. The authors examined several potential influences affecting this number, but preference for a single-factor explanation remained their most notable result. Similarly, in a more naturalistic setting patrons of a coffee shop were asked, ‘Why did Jane Doe, a middle-aged married Midwestern working woman, vote for Donald Trump in 2016?’ Of 24 respondents, 17 named just one factor. When asked why they themselves had voted for the candidate they did, 21 named a single factor despite being prompted for anything else they might add (Kuhn and Iordanou 2022).
Most research on explanation has focused on causal explanation—’What caused this phenomenon to occur?’ Within this category are the distinctions noted above—whether the explanation offers empirical evidence that cause and effect are related vs. an explanation of the mechanism by which cause leads to effect—as well as the distinction between reasoning from cause to effect (prediction) vs. from effect to cause (attribution or diagnostic reasoning; Fernbach et al. 2010).

Other kinds of explanations are possible, however, and we investigate one such type here, asking individuals to explain why they take a position they do. This request could be interpreted as a request to identify causes that led to their adopting this position, but in everyday conversation, such a request is more likely to elicit a justification for the position than an explanation of its causal origins; findings presented here confirm that such a justification is the kind of explanation participants offered. A justificatory explanation is self-referential, in contrast to a causal explanation, which typically refers to external events. The hypothesis we address here is that individual differences with respect to each of these kinds of explanations exhibit similarities.

With respect to causal explanations, most phenomena are in fact the outcome of multiple contributing causes. Simple single-factor causal explanations are thus very often insufficient ones. If single-factor causal explanations are preferred and hence prevalent, even if usually incomplete, how far-reaching and possibly damaging a problem should we regard this prevalence? This is the question we explore here by comparing causal explanations to another noncausal kind of explanation we have here labeled as a justificatory explanation. Models of causal reasoning are most often proposed to apply universally, but here our focus is on individual differences. Our hypothesis is thus that individuals who exhibit multivariable causal thinking are likely to exhibit multivariable thinking as well in justificatory explanations, while those who exhibit single-factor thinking in one are likely to also do so in the other.
Developmental findings

As developmental psychologists studying causal explanations, in earlier work we first looked at developmental origins. Criteria for inferring causes change during the first decades of life in ways that may seem paradoxical. Young children commonly regard an event as causal simply because it co-occurs with an outcome. They later adhere to more rigorous criteria and begin to distinguish causality from covariation and may become able to eliminate potential causes via controlled comparison. Surprisingly, however, young teens who have mastered this skill are likely to attribute an outcome to a single factor, even when they have themselves just demonstrated that other factors present also affect the outcome (Kuhn et al. 2009; Kuhn 2012). Moreover, the single factor to which they attribute a role shifts across instances examined.

These findings led to a series of studies designed to advance young adolescents’ development of multivariable causal reasoning (Kuhn et al., 2015, 2017; Arvidsson and Kuhn, 2021; Lesperance and Kuhn, 2023). Various forms of a multi-session intervention in which adolescents gained practice in coordinating the influences of multiple factors on an outcome showed that this objective was achievable. Of particular interest is a simple three-item multiple-choice causal reasoning instrument on which young adolescents showed a large shift in their choices following intervention. Here we explore this instrument further, focusing attention on multivariable thinking in adults, both college students and community adults, absent intervention. Are there notable individual differences among adults in their reasoning about multiple variables as contributors to an outcome, and are such differences of any great consequence, as would be exemplified by their extending beyond the causal reasoning domain?

Tasks

Our methods span closed-ended assessment, open-ended explanation, and qualitative case study of a selected subgroup of a larger sample.
Causal reasoning task

The simple 3-item causal reasoning task employed in the present work appears in Table 1. At first glance, the task fits most directly into the argumentation literature (Rapanta et al. 2013) since it asks the respondent to evaluate arguments seeking to weaken a claim (hence requesting the more challenging task of disconfirming rather than supporting a claim). The claims, however, are causal claims. A causal reasoning expert is likely to be critical of the task, dismissing all options as wrong (since too little is specified regarding the type of causal claim being made) or all as correct (especially from a probabilistic Bayesian perspective) as all three, to some degree, can be seen as reducing the likelihood of the claim being true.

Table 1. Multivariable Reasoning Assessment Items

![Table 1. Multivariable Reasoning Assessment Items](image)
The evolving preference for option C as the best choice and the strongest evidence against a causal claim (Kuhn et al. 2017) observed in the developmental studies noted above warrants some explication. The task asks for the strongest evidence to be selected to weaken the claim that X causes Y. Those who appreciate multivariable causality—that is, multiple causal contributors to an outcome—will understand that X failing to cause Y [option C] is solid evidence against a claim of X's causal efficacy (at least as a reliable cause). They will see options A or B (suggesting that other causes are able to produce Y) as not providing direct evidence regarding the efficacy of X. Only option C speaks directly to X's efficacy.

If, in contrast, a respondent sees an outcome as having only one cause, options A and B (suggesting other causes than X) are seen as at least equally as good as, if not better than, C for indicating that the claim that X causes Y must be wrong, because Y can only have one cause. Cast in terms of one of the items in Table 1, to draw on evidence to assess the claim that eating fish is a cause of longevity, investigating fish consumption is the best choice. Identifying additional causes does not discredit it. Yet, across different samples, A (which is devoid of empirical evidence) is the most popular choice followed by B, and then C (Kuhn 2020; Kuhn and Modrek 2018). We use the short 3-item form here, as comparisons found it to be consistent with a parallel 8-item version (Kuhn and Modrek 2018) and other longer measures of the same construct of multivariable causal reasoning (Kuhn, Ramsey and Arvidsson 2015). Arguably most important in validating the task as a measure of multivariable causal reasoning is the shift to preferring option C shown by teen participants following multi-session intervention designed to strengthen multivariable causal reasoning, compared to a non-intervention control group’s most often choosing option B (Kuhn et al. 2017).
Sociopolitical explanation task

We deliberately chose a topic that required more than a simple single-factor explanation, entailed a judgment that invoked broader values warranting justification, and, most importantly, called for the coordination of multiple considerations:

What should be done about the problem of young people brought to the US as children and now living in the US illegally—should they be allowed to stay or be sent back?

The respondent was asked to ‘…explain the thinking underlying your choice as fully as possible.’

The issue requires bringing together two competing sets of considerations—those of society and its laws and those of an individual who did not knowingly violate them. Single-factor thinking that ignores one of them does not fully address the issue.

Consistent with the literature noted earlier regarding the tendency toward single-factor explanations, an earlier study posed this question to a community of adults (Kuhn et al. 2020), and the majority cited a single factor or consideration as justification for their position (e.g., ‘They’ve worked hard’ or ‘They broke the law’); moreover, those who identified only a single factor were more likely to express high certainty and strong affect.

The use of the sociopolitical topic of immigration policy in the present study combined with the task of assessing multivariable causal reasoning was intended to explore the extent to which tendencies toward single- vs. multiple-factor causal reasoning extend beyond, and connect to, explanations in the sociopolitical realm that are not explicitly causal in nature—specifically the ones we labeled earlier as justificatory explanations. Do individual differences in tendencies toward single-factor vs. multi-factor explanations extend broadly from a causal to a noncausal domain?
Method

Participants

One sample consisted of 103 college students who were aged mostly 19 and 20 (full range: 18–25), were two thirds female, and were enrolled in a psychology course in a private university in the northeastern United States. Three quarters identified as White, with the remainder identifying as African American, Latinx, and Asian. The college is selective in its admission and serves a largely homogeneous, upper-middle to upper class population who can afford to pay the high fees the institution charges.

A second sample of 123 participants was solicited from Amazon Mechanical Turk to represent a broader sample in terms of age and education range than a college student sample reflects. They were 48% female, mean age 42, SD 11.17 (range 24–71). Roughly half reported having attained college degrees. This sample of 123 completed the same multivariable causal reasoning task and sociopolitical judgment tasks as the college sample.

Procedure

After participants assented to the study, both the sociopolitical explanation task (What should be done about the problem of young people brought to the US as children and now living in the US illegally—should they be allowed to stay or be sent back?) and the causal reasoning task appearing in Table 1 were presented online. Respondents were asked to ‘…explain the thinking underlying your choice as fully as possible’ in their responses to the sociopolitical task. The tasks were untimed, with participants completing them at their own pace and in the order they wished.

Results

Performance of college sample

Multivariable causal reasoning task

Consistent with earlier findings (Kuhn et al., 2015; Kuhn and Modrek 2018; Kuhn 2020), only 21 participants (20%) most often (two of three choices) or always chose option C, which we can
refer to as the multi-cause option. Slightly more, 28 (27%), chose option B, which we can refer to as an evidence-based single-cause option. The remaining 52% preferred the non-evidence-based single-cause option A or, less frequently, showed no preference across the three options (classified as non-dominant).

**Sociopolitical explanation task**

Responses to the sociopolitical explanation task were found to contain a limited number of different reasons for the position taken. Only statements making a claim accompanied by a reason or justification were coded. The variety of reasons observed appear in Table 2 by category, with categories grouped according to which of the two actions the reason addressed—allowing the undocumented immigrant to stay in the USA (STAY category) or requiring them to leave (GO category). Most participants’ responses offered reasons only for their favored position, while others’ responses addressed both options.

Participants’ explanations were categorized based on their complexity, falling into one of three categories. Of 103 participants, 27 (26%) offered only a single reason (single-reason single-position category) in support of one of the two actions, GO or STAY, that they endorsed; 33 (32%) offered two or more reasons, all of which were in support of one of the actions (multiple-reason single-position category), and 43 (42%) noted one or more reasons with respect to each of the actions (multiple-reason dual-position category). Coding into these categories resulted in an inter-rater agreement of 100%.
Table 2. Reasons Expressed by Participants in Response to the Immigration Probe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons addressed to the STAY option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Immigrant deserves charity and compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Immigrant deserves treatment consistent with American values/tradition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Immigrant deserves an opportunity for a better life, escape adversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Immigrants benefit US society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Immigrant families can be kept intact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Legal immigration policies are inadequate, faulty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons addressed to the GO option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Deported immigrant faces danger, hardship on return to own country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Immigrant families can be kept intact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Immigrants can be better helped by aid to their own countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Deportation may affect further illegal entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Illegal immigration violates US law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Unrestricted immigration harms interests of US citizens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Reasons addressing either option are not necessarily reasons supporting that option but only ones that address it (e.g., citing negative consequences of a forced departure is categorized as addressing the GO option, even though the respondent was typically not in favor of this option).

Associations across tasks

To what extent did these categories of response to the closed-ended causal reasoning task predict explanation type on the open-ended sociopolitical explanation task? Explanation types were classified into one of the three categories defined above: single-reason category, multiple-reason single-position category, and multiple-reason dual-position category, referred to hereafter as single, multiple, and dual. Among the group that chose option C (multi-cause option) on the causal reasoning task, 18 of 21 (86%) gave a sociopolitical explanation that included considerations addressing both the GO and STAY alternatives (dual explanation
type). Among the group that chose causal reasoning option B (evidence-based single-cause option), only 8 of 28 (29%) gave a dual sociopolitical explanation (a significant difference, $X^2=15.732$, $p < .001$). In the option-A (non-evidence-based single-cause option) and non-dominant groups, 17 of 54 (31%) performed similarly to the option-B group on the sociopolitical task. These groups also did not differ significantly from one another on the total number of reasons offered in the sociopolitical task.

Hence only a disposition toward multi-cause (option-C) causal reasoning was predictive of the use of the dual (multiple-reason dual-position) form of explanation for the position taken in the sociopolitical task, citing one or more reasons in support of the GO position and one or more in support of the STAY position. The two remaining groups on the causal reasoning task were both unlikely to show the dual (multiple-reason dual-position) category form of justification (29% and 31% respectively). Nor were the 29% that chose the evidence-based single-cause option B on the causal task more likely than the 31% that chose the non-evidence-based single-cause option A to show the multiple-reason single-position form of explanation in the sociopolitical task (43% v. 35%). Neither of these two comparisons was statistically significant.

**Performance of community adult sample**

*Multivariable causal reasoning task*

Only 12 of the 123 respondents who responded to the multivariable causal reasoning task chose the multi-cause option C indicative of consolidated multivariable causal reasoning. Five of the 12 were female, and the 12 ranged in age from 26 to 70.

The remaining 111 participants either chose one of the single-cause (A or B) options or showed no preference across the three options (classified as non-dominant). Compared to the college sample, choice of the multi-cause option C among sample 2 participants was thus somewhat less frequent, but otherwise resembled the college sample.
Sociopolitical explanation task

We singled out the 12 high-performing respondents on the causal reasoning task for qualitative examination to further investigate how their strong multivariable causal reasoning performance may have been associated with their reasoning in the noncausal sociopolitical explanation task. What, if anything, characterized the responses of these 12 strong causal reasoners in their explanations in the sociopolitical task, compared to the remainder of sample 2? The majority (10 of 12) of these 12 respondents’ open-ended explanations included identification of one or more factors contributing to their decisions, and thus they fell into the multiple-reason category. Contrary to our expectation (and findings from the college sample), however, most fell into the single- rather than dual-position category, that is, they addressed only the position they favored, offering arguments to support it and omitting mention of the opposing position. Among nine of the ten who referred to multiple factors (as they would need to in order to address both positions), the position chosen was STAY, with all identified factors serving to support the STAY position; no mention of positive or negative implications of the opposing GO position were included.

A further characteristic of the explanations given in the sociopolitical task by these 12 strong performers on the causal reasoning task that distinguished them from the remainder of the sample was a high degree of meta-talk, that is, talk not focused on the specific decision to be reached but rather a broader reflection on the issue (e.g., ‘There are many different facets and perspectives to consider’). Two coders independently examined the open-ended responses of the entire sample (including these 12 participants) and identified only 11 explanations for which both raters reported the presence of meta-talk, with four additional cases in which only one rater found meta-talk (a percentage agreement of 119 of 123, or 97%). Disagreements were resolved by discussion, with only the initial 11 retained in the meta-talk category. Of these, 10 of the 11 occurred in the explanations of the 12 strong causal reasoners.

Meta-talk thus proved rare in the responses of the majority of the sample who were not classified as strong multivariable causal reasoners on our measure, occurring in only one instance. Among
the 12 strong multivariable causal reasoners, in contrast, some made more than just one meta-talk statement, but 10 of the 12 made at least one.

A further characteristic associated with meta-talk among these 10 was talk about potential solutions to the broad issue of immigration (e.g., ‘We should create incentives and disincentives that encourage legal immigration’), Talk of some such steps to take beyond resolution of the particular dilemma posed appeared in the responses of all of the 10 strong causal reasoners who engaged in meta-talk.

**Discussion**

The findings presented here are consistent with existing ones (Kuhn et al., 2015; Kuhn and Modrek 2018) in showing that no more than a quarter of adults choose (relative to the alternative options posed) the fact that a cause does not reliably produce the outcome as the strongest evidence against its causal power. Instead, the majority are more likely to choose identification of a possible other cause (options A or B) as the strongest evidence against the causal role of the factor under consideration; this choice is presumably influenced by the belief that a single cause explains an outcome.

The present study extends the implication of this finding regarding individual differences in multivariable causal reasoning to reasoning about an issue that is not explicitly causal in nature—namely a sociopolitical issue that, like most such issues, benefits from and even demands thinking that extends beyond invoking a single factor or consideration to provide an explanation that justifies one’s position on the issue. This finding is important in its own right. Yet it also adds to findings noted earlier that interventions intended to enhance multivariable causal reasoning in younger participants show success.

The strong correspondence we show does not, of course, confirm the relation between performance in our causal and sociopolitical tasks as more than correlational. There are certainly additional individual (not to mention social) factors that are strong contenders as contributors to the kinds of reasoning about real-world issues that an individual exhibits and presumably feels.
provide sufficient explanation for a position on such issues. Yet, supporting the relevance of performance on the three-item causal reasoning task as a notable predictor of the quality of individuals’ explanations of noncausal, value-laden judgments in a sociopolitical domain is not the extent of the association. Also notable is the relative homogeneity of the college sample, which serves to restrict the range and hence the roles of other potential contributors. We purposely selected a sample that was relatively homogeneous in education level, intellectual ability, and family background in order to restrict the variance in these factors known to affect performance on intellectual tasks. Despite common educational level and restricted range in other individual factors, the role of the reasoning types we examined remained strong.

With respect to the specific correspondence observed here, it should be noted we may have incorrectly predicted that multi-cause (option C) reasoning would support the multiple-reason single-position sociopolitical category in which participants identify multiple reasons that support a single position (Table 2). However, consistent with an earlier study of justifications for positions on this topic (Kuhn et al. 2020), it was only the dual category, in which the respondent addressed both GO and STAY positions, that the multi-cause choice was predictive of. Only the dual category clearly requires the coordination of multiple reasons that lead in different, incompatible directions—in essence, that address the two opposing (GO and STAY) alternatives. The dual category may thus be supported by the multivariable proficiency shown in the closed-ended causal reasoning task. The other two (single-position, multiple- or single-reason) explanation types, in contrast, were observed to have more of a narrative quality. In the multiple-reason case, the reasons were joined together into a single account that told a story (for example, that of a young person who has worked hard, fulfilled the American dream, and will contribute to their adopted country), and the reasons were all seen as pointing to a single conclusion.

The quality of the sociopolitical explanation provided by the 12 multivariable causal reasoners that were identified as strong in sample 2 showed that this status did not guarantee that they would go to the trouble of addressing an opposing sociopolitical position.
they rejected (thus achieving the dual category), which was something the college students in this category may have been more likely to see as a requirement. Nonetheless, the responses of this small group of 12 were of high quality overall and specifically with respect to the two dimensions identified. Their meta-talk reflected on the issue broadly, recognizing it as complex and multi-faceted, and went on to venture suggestions as to how it might be addressed, going beyond the specific decision that had been presented to them. The following response is a good illustration of these characteristics:

_There are many factors to consider... It's important to be able to look up FACTS ...each side can consider the counterarguments raised by the other and do some research. Not necessarily to disprove the other person or validate their thoughts, but take the introduction a step deeper to have another conversation about possible solutions._

Others took their suggestions in more specific directions (“Many of the issues around immigration are also related to class issues on a broader scale”), but all addressed the topic on a broader scale and invoked broader objectives (“We must think about what is fair, what is moral, and what is best for the country”). These responses reflect rich thinking about a noncausal sociopolitical issue where multiple factors are at play, although the speaker does not directly address the opposing decision.

The fact that the explanations of the 12 strong causal reasoners supported the STAY position nonetheless makes it important to consider whether this conceptually rich but single-sided stance held by adults from a community sample is specific to this topic. They appeared not to consider it necessary to address what, to them, was an unacceptable alternative, even while addressing their own position quite broadly. In any case, the characteristics identified here warrant further investigation involving different topics and different populations.

In current work, we have sought to extend our exploration of single-factor versus multi-factor explanation and address the strengths and downsides of each as well as potential means of enriching them, using samples from diverse adolescent and adult
populations. In one initial study, we drew on a Mechanical-Turk sample to further examine potential reasoning errors that single-factor reasoning may encourage. Participants were presented with a vignette in which two treatments each produce disease remission:

Chris and Pat are a couple who have traveled to Mexico hoping to find a remedy for Chris’s long-standing medical condition. A couple of treatments have been tried with some success, with these results:

Treatment A --> Chris’s condition improves

Treatment B --> Chris’s condition improves

How similar are A and B?

Participants were asked to respond to this question on a scale from 0-100, with 0 representing not at all similar and 100 equaling almost identical.

Is it warranted to conclude that the two treatments are related? A multivariable reasoner should recognize such an inference as unwarranted, whereas a reasoner who thinks in terms of single factors accounting for an outcome may be more likely to see the two treatments as related. Only five participants demonstrated multivariable reasoning on our causal reasoning task—a number too small for statistical comparisons. The performance of the sample as a whole, however, is noteworthy. The percentage who chose a point on the scale of 85 or greater was 80%, with 59% choosing the point of 100, indicating identity or near identity between Treatment A and Treatment B. This finding clearly warrants deeper probing of the thinking underlying these judgments. However, among participants who added justifications, those who chose points of 85 or above provided justifications along the lines of ‘They have some relation or are the same because they both lead to the outcome’ or simply, ‘Both give you the same outcome.’
We tentatively see these statements as reflective of a disposition toward univariable rather than multivariable thinking. Univariable thinkers are content with one explanatory factor accounting for an outcome. If a second factor is introduced that achieves the same outcome, such thinkers may be disposed to equate them, more so than strong multivariable thinkers who operate from a ‘many roads lead to Rome’ mental model. Counterexamples that highlight alternative (as well as additive) paths to the same outcome may prompt the recognition that the similarity between them, in this case between treatment A and treatment B, is entirely unknown. This possibility clearly needs further investigation, yet a long-standing parallel finding from the conditional reasoning literature regarding the introduction of counterexamples (Moshman 2015; Ricco 2015) increases its likelihood. For now, we wish this preliminary finding to suggest only that a large proportion of the broad, non-selective adult population has a tendency to see two unknown causes of the same outcome as having a high degree of similarity rather than being potentially independent until shown otherwise.

At the beginning of this article, we laid the groundwork for understanding the significance of multivariable thinking and its absence. The kinds of issues that people today are commonly asked to make judgments on, such as Brexit, health care, or gun control, can hardly be served by a single-factor mental model. Simple explanations in support of such decisions are thus, by their nature, inadequate, for the simple reason that they lack sufficient power to explain. Today, more than ever, in order for the strength of democracy to be preserved, rich, nuanced, individual (and collaborative) reasoning supported by conceptions of multiple factors contributing additively and interactively to outcomes, is essential. Positions based on only a single factor or consideration are exactly the ones that make it easy for identity politics to attract followers and to thrive.

The findings cited earlier from previous research involving educational interventions that enhanced adolescents’ multivariable reasoning (Arvidsson and Kuhn 2021; Jewett and Kuhn 2016; Kuhn et al. 2015, 2017) hold educational promise but need further development. Enriched thinking may follow even when discourse-
based group sessions are confined to the like-minded (Kuhn et al. 2018), but results are better when opposing views are not only available but personified (Iordanou and Kuhn 2020). Yet few adults participate in such experiments. Ordinary adults are likely to maintain confidence that their views on contemporary issues are well justified. Studies by Keil and Sloman and their colleagues have demonstrated that just asking people to explain the causal function of an object or phenomenon reduces their certainty regarding how it functions (Rozenblit and Keil 2002; Sloman and Fernbach 2017), with reduced certainty regarded as a positive development. Most directly related to the present work, Kuhn and Modrek (2021) have demonstrated that simply framing an issue in a dialogic context enriches explanation.

Situational support, however, cannot replace efforts to enhance reasoning competence and disposition as individual characteristics that are well developed and consolidated enough to operate across a broad range of contexts and levels of support (Zavala and Kuhn 2017), with individuals experiencing both agency and personal responsibility in accounting for their views (Kuhn 2022). For this reason alone, continued effort should be made to better understand the development of these individual reasoning competencies and dispositions so as to make them as broadly achieved and exercised as possible. As has now become widely recognized, both individual attributes and context matter and must be considered jointly.
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